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Thesis Summary
Thesis Title
“The influence of using ground shows exercises to develop the 

harmony and dynamic response time by intermediate school 
girl students”.
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   This Thesis includes five chapters: 
Chapter 1.
It includes identification of the thesis .It contains an introduction that shows 

the importance of athletics active exercises to raise the girl students to the 
required level. It also indicates to the aims of sport education lesson and 
outdoor activity (none-class activity) The researcher did his best to find the 
relation shop between them and tried to make clear the active role of the 
ground shows exercises to develop the dynamic qualities of intermediate 
school girl students. The chapter contains also the problem of the research 
So the researcher concentrates on the existence of weakness of the dynamic 
ability and capacity of inter mediate school girl students especially the two 
qualities of harmony and dynamic response. 

To do develop these two qualities to make them acquire, experience and 
knowledge by ground shows.

The aim of study
- To prepare education programme of ground shows to develop the 

harmony and the dynamic response time by intermediate school girl 
students 

- Identification the  influence of education programme on the ground 
shows exercises to develop the dynamic harmony of girl students 

- Identification of the influence of the ground shows exercises to develop 
of the dynamic response time of girl students.



Condition of Study
Statistical differences about the influence of using exercises in the ground 

shows to develop the harmony between before-and-after tests, should by 
available. Statistical differences about the influence of using exercises during 
the ground shows to develop the dynamic  response time between –and –
after tests.

Fields of study 
- Human fields- 1st, 2nd and 3rd classes girl students in the intermediate 

schools.
- Time field- (13/3/2004  - 6/5/2004).
- Place field-AL-ISDIHAR secondary school for girls in KURKUK 

governorate.
Chapter 2.
Theoretical and like theoretical studies.

Chapter 3.
It contains systematization of study and its practical procedures, which 
include study patterns. The researcher uses the experimental system 
because it is suitable for the aims of the study .The study pattern consists of 
(144) girl students from 1st, 2nd, 3rd classes in the intermediate schools.
After the nominated harmony procedures of measurement tests have been 
made, the accept able before –tests have been made and than an education 
programme about ground shows exercises was prepared which aims to 
develop the harmony and the dynamic response time qualities for girl 
students in the intermediate school. For(8)weeks and(32) educational units 
distributed on (16) hours for outdoor activity and (16) hours for outdoor 
activity. After the experimental period had been finished, the after- tests were 
made on the study pattern, which treated statistically.
Chapter 4.
It includes: Showing, analyzing and discussing of results. 
Chapter 5.
It includes the conclusions and the recommendations that the researcher has 
reached:

The most important of them are: 
1- There was development in harmony and dynamic response by 

intermediate school girls student as a result of using ground shows 
exercises.

2- Due to the development of harmony and dynamic response , the motor 
performance of the intermediate girls students was enhanced .

3- The sound stimuli has profound influence on the performance of 
exercises in good harmony .

The most important recommendations and suggestions are :
1- Taking more care to the teaching of ground shows exercises activity as 

a subject to be taught in class activities and non-class activities .



2- Utilizing the non-class activities in teaching ground shows exercises as 
complementary part of the class activities .

3- Get benefit of ground shows exercises items in schools all over the 
country to develop motor characteristics of the girls students . 


